Holdlers of Plans and Specifications:

North Campus Faculty Housing Phase II
Project No. FM110407L/986315
Addendum No. 6

September 23, 2011

Enclosed is ADDENDUM NO. 6 to the Construction Documents on the above-captioned project.

Bid date is Thursday, September 29, 2011 at 2:30 PM to be held at:

Contracting Services
Facilities Management, Bldg. 439
Door #E, Reception Counter
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-1030.

Late arrivals shall be disqualified. Please allow time for unforeseen traffic delays, securing a parking permit and potential parking problems.

Greg Moore
Associate Director, Contracting Services
GENERAL

The following changes, additions or deletions shall be made to the following document(s) as indicated; all other conditions shall remain the same.

I. ADDENDUM NUMBER 5 (Dated 9/22/11)

Item No.
1. 5. Reports, 2) and 3): Replace 4 in its entirety:
   “4. Driveways shall have a minimum thickness of 6 inches and 
   walkways shall have a minimum thickness of 4 inches.”

II. INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO BIDDERS

Item No.
1. 5. Reports, 2) and 3): Add to read in its entirety:
   “4. Driveways shall have a minimum thickness of 6 inches and 
   walkways shall have a minimum thickness of 4 inches.”

III. SKETCHES

Item No.
1. Add the attached Architect Sketches 1 of 8, dated 9/23/11.
   Sketch 1 of 8 Building 400A: Sections
   Sketch 2 of 8 Building 400B: Sections
   Sketch 3 of 8 Building 500B: Sections
   Sketch 4 of 8 Building 600A: Sections
IV. CLARIFICATIONS

Item No. 1.
Metal studs and backing at soffit, drop ceilings, and ceiling attachment at rated floor assemblies are acceptable if fire rating and sound transmission levels are not compromised.

Item No. 2.
Radon venting is not required in Recreation Building.

Item No. 3.
Salvaging of native plants on site has already taken place and is complete.

Item No. 4.
Water meters are to be provided and installed by the contractor at all 37 units and Recreation Building built-out in Phase II, as well as irrigation meters, all as shown in water improvement plans.

Item No. 5.

Item No. 6.
Construction Stormwater Quality Section 01560, 1.05.B.9 requires the contractor to sample for pH and turbidity in accordance with the General Construction Permit.
Item No. 7. Pad and Finish Floor elevations, as relate to foundation details, are accomplished per the attached Sketch titled Addendum 6 Precise Grading Plan (Sht 1) of 1.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 6
NOTE:
1. CONTRACTOR TO CONFIRM SLAB SECTION PER STRUCTURAL ENGINEER.
2. THIS SECTION SUPERCEDES PAD ELEVATIONS INDICATED AT LOCATIONS WHERE BUILDINGS ARE CONSTRUCTED PER THIS PLAN. PAD ELEVATIONS AT FUTURE BUILDING LOCATIONS REMAIN AS INDICATED PER PLAN.

TYP. SLAB SECTION

N.T.S.